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We’ve seen some pretty impressive racks at the auto recycling facilities we visit. We’ve seen big racks, 
small racks, calendars of racks, and even racks you can put whole cars on! The Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) also likes to look at racks, but scant legal legislation exists specifically 
dedicated to racking, a problem that can make it hard to apply practical safety standards to this aspect of 
your business. Fear not! We looked into it. 
  
What does OSHA specifically require for racking compliance? 
Generally, OSHA uses 29 CFR §1910.176 and the General Duty Clause of the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act of 1970 to cite employers for racking violations. Together, these laws state:  

• Employers must provide a safe workplace for employees. 
• All stored materials must be stable, secure against sliding or collapse, and not present a hazard. 
• Aisles and passageways must be kept clear, in good repair, and free of obstructions that can 

create a hazard. 
• Storage areas must not accumulate materials (including vegetation) that create trip/slip, fire, 

explosion, or pest hazards. 
• Sufficient safe clearance must be provided for mechanical handling equipment, and clearance 

signs to warn of clearance limits must be provided where necessary. 
 
During citations, OSHA often references the manufacturer’s installation and maintenance instructions for 
a particular racking system. OSHA may also reference the standards listed in American National 
Standards Institute/Rack Manufacturers Institute Materials Handling 16.1 (ANSI/RMI MH16.1) – 
Specification for the Design, Testing and Utilization of Industrial Steel Storage Racks.  
 
What is ANSI/RMI MH16.1? 
ANSI/RMI MH16.1 is an industry standard that provides recommended guidelines for steel racking 
construction and safety. Compliance with ANSI/RMI MH16.1 is voluntary, not mandatory. ANSI/RMI 
MH16.1 applies to industrial pallet racks, moveable shelf racks, and stacker racks made of cold-formed or 
hot-rolled steel. It does not apply to drive-in or drive-through racks, cantilever racks, portable racks, or 
non-steel racks. 
 
What does ANSI/RMI MH16.1 say about plaquing and signage? 
Rack owners are responsible for displaying a permanent plaque with a minimum area of 50 square inches 
in one or more conspicuous locations. The plaque should include the following:  

• Max unit load and/or max uniformly distributed load per level; 
• Average unit load; and, 
• Max total load per bay. 

Additionally, shelves allowing multiple stacking of load units should be visibly identified. Load 
application and rack configuration drawings should be furnished with each rack installation and retained 
by the owner. Failure to provide appropriate load ratings on racks is one of the most common problems 
OSHA cites for racking. 
 
What does ANSI/RMI MH16.1 say about rack stability? 
The bottom of all rack columns should have column base plates and be anchored firmly to the floor. 
Failure to anchor racks is another common racking citation from OSHA. If racks are connected to the 
building structure, then the location and magnitude of the maximum possible horizontal and vertical 
forces imposed by the rack on the building must be given to the owner of the building for their review – if 
you are the owner of the building, you should review this with your structural engineer! 



 
Additionally, the stability of a racking system with movable shelves must not depend on the presence, 
absence, or locations of the moveable shelves, and the components that do provide stability (permanently 
welded top shelves, diagonal bracing, etc.) must be marked clearly on the rack drawings. For specific 
moveable-shelf rack systems whose stability depends on height, warnings about shelf placement or shelf 
removal should be placed in the owner’s instruction manual and also posted in areas clearly visible to 
forklift operators.  
 
What does it mean if my rack is ‘out-of-plumb’? How about ‘out-of-straight’? 
‘Out-of-plumb’ means your rack is not exactly vertical – it’s leaning forwards, backwards, to one side, or 
the weight of its contents is causing it to buckle in or out. The Leaning Tower of Pisa is out-of-plumb! 
‘Out-of-straight’ means your rack is not level from side to side – one side is higher than the other. If you 
place a marble on an out-of-straight shelf, it’ll roll to one side. A rack that is out-of-plumb is frequently 
also out-of-straight. The ANSI/RMI MH16.1 out-of-plumb and out-of-straight limits for a loaded rack are 
the same: 0.5 inches per 10 feet of height. If your rack exceeds these limits, the rack should be safely 
unloaded and re-plumbed.  
 
I have a sprinkler system installed in my warehouse. Will racking interfere with my fire protection?  
OSHA mandates a minimum vertical clearance of 18 inches be maintained between sprinklers and any 
material below. You must also ensure that sprinkler spacing provides a maximum area of protection per 
sprinkler and that interference of the water discharge pattern due to structural components and building 
contents is minimized. If you have already installed a sprinkler system, you’ll need to add your racks in 
such a manner that they don’t block the sprinklers. Other fire hazards may come into being with a new 
racking installation, including new fire exit strategies, reduced exit visibility, and increased proximity of 
racked material to lights and heating elements on the ceiling. Be sure to retrain employees as needed, 
especially if you are installing multiple new racks. The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), the 
National Board of Fire Underwriters (NBFU), and your local fire department can help you ensure your 
racks are configured in a legal, fire-safe manner.  
 
What can I do to maintain safety around my racking? 

• Know what your materials weigh and what your racks can handle – avoid overloading racks. 
• Post plaques on your racks with correct information and ensure employees know the limits. 
• Maintain your pallets – dispose damaged pallets and ensure pallets are properly loaded and 

positioned on shelves.  
• If a forklift or other mechanical equipment is used to load racks, ensure all operators are fully 

trained. 
• Mark permanent aisles and passageways appropriately.  
• Ensure aisles are kept clear of obstacles.  
• Routinely examine your racking for stress or damage, and have a professional take a look once in 

a while.  
• DON’T make repairs or modifications to racks unless you are qualified.  
• DON’T try to unload a damaged rack if stability is in question – hire a professional and keep 

employees away from the area.  
• Consult ANSI/RMI MH16.1, a structural engineer, the owner of the building, the fire department, 

your rack’s manual, and the racking manufacturer for additional information. 
 
Got Compliance?  


